April 27, 2018
Lesley Houghton
RFI Coordinator
Washington State Health Care Authority (HCA)
PO Box 42702
Olympia, WA 98501
Subject: RFI 2646 – Request for Information: Fully Insured Group Medical Plans
Dear Lesley:
On behalf of Providence Health Plan (PHP), I am pleased to respond to the request for information for
fully insured group medical plans for the School Employees Benefit Board (SEBB) Program.
PHP, in partnership with our parent organization, Providence St. Joseph Health (PSJH), is uniquely
positioned to have a meaningful impact on the delivery, financing, and administration of healthcare in
the communities we serve. As part of one of the largest non-profit integrated delivery systems in the
U.S., PHP is able to offer innovative solutions to providing a better care experience, improving
population health, and reducing per capita costs of health care. We have had success in partnering with
educational entities, as well as both the Oregon PEBB and OEBB populations, to develop health benefit
programs and tailored network solutions to meet the needs of their members. We look forward to
demonstrating this strategic value throughout the RFP process.
For reference, we have included draft benefit summaries for our proposed alternative plan options.
Please note that not all services outlined in Exhibit 3 appear as line items on our benefit summaries,
which does not preclude them from coverage. Additionally, if a dental offering is of interest, Providence
offers comprehensive dental benefits to pair alongside our medical plans and is available upon request.
With our breadth of experience serving educators and their families, and concentrated delivery system
footprint in areas throughout Washington State (i.e., Seattle, Spokane, Tri-Cities, Vancouver), we believe
that Providence would be an excellent and sustainable choice for Washington State educators and their
families. We look forward to the opportunity to participate in the upcoming RFP, and to engage in a
potential future partnership with the SEBB Program.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if there are any questions.
Sincerely,

Peter Seeley
Program Manager, Business Development
Providence Health Plan
503-962-0397
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B. Cost and Plan Design (MANDATORY)
1. Based on the assumptions listed in Exhibit 2 – Financial Assumptions, please provide premium
quotes for each Sample Plan listed in Exhibit 3 – Cost Sharing, Benefits, and Covered Services
(Table 1 and 2). To provide insight into the population used to develop premiums and the
adjustments used to project required revenue for that population to calendar year 2020, please
complete Exhibit 4 – SEBB Rate Form. Instructions for the rate form are contained within the Excel
document. HCA acknowledges Carriers must make significant assumptions (e.g., with regard to
the number of covered dependents that will enroll once the employee contribution methodology
is changed) in completing the SEBB Rate Form. Please provide any additional assumptions or
insights that inform your organization’s RFI response.
o

Quotes for each plan must have the same service area, include all counties in which the
Carrier participates, and be based on the experience of all currently covered lives. If you
have Washington State school employee covered lives, please base your quotes on this
population. If you do not, please provide a written description of the population used for
development of rates.
o Quotes should include a screen snapshot of the Federal actuarial value (Federal AV)
calculator used to calculate the Federal AV section of the form, including inputs and results.
o The pricing actuarial value (Pricing AV) for any plan quoted should reflect only the following:
 Plan Type (HMO, PPO, POS, etc.)
 Provider network reimbursement levels
 Provider network utilization management
 Both point of service cost sharing and overall plan level cost sharing
 Benefit induced utilization
o All premium quotes should include the same non-benefit expense load as a percentage of
premium.
Please refer to completed Exhibit 4 included with our response. Screen snapshots of the Federal AV
calculator for each plan, as requested, are also included.
Note: Providence Health Plan identifies the completed Exhibit 4 as exempt from disclosure.
Providence Health Plan believes that its response to Exhibit 4 is exempt from public disclosure under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), specifically 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4) “trade secrets and commercial
or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential.” Providence asserts
that Worksheets 1, 2, 3, and 4, containing claims, actuarial plan values, administrative costs, and
demographic information for current Washington State school employee covered lives include
proprietary information that would present a competitive business disadvantage to Providence if
disclosed. This information is not generally known or readily ascertainable by the public, and
Providence takes reasonable steps to secure this information from public disclosure. Any wrongful
disclosure of this information would result in measurable losses to Providence. Therefore,
Providence requests that this information not be disclosed in response to any FOIA request. If any
such disclosure is anticipated, Providence requests that we be notified in advance, as outlined in the
RFI (Section 6, Item F).
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2. Based on the Assumptions in Exhibit 2—Financial Assumptions, please provide up to four (4) plan
options in addition to the Sample Plan quotes. At least one of the four (4) plan options must be a
tax qualified High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP) with a health savings account (HSA). The
benefits and covered services outlined in Exhibit 3 – Cost Sharing, Benefits, and Covered Services
(Table 2) is to be used as starting point. Any proposed carve-outs and additions to benefits and
covered services must be included and captured in the attached SEBB Rate Form.
o
o
o

o

o
o

o

Quotes for the alternative plan options must include the same coverage area as the Sample
Plans, and be based on the same experience.
Quotes should include a screen snapshot of the Federal AV calculator used within the
individual market.
The Pricing AV for any of the other plan options you have proposed is under all the same
restrictions as Sample Plans, and must reflect only the following: Plan type
 Provider network reimbursement levels
 Provider network utilization management
 Both point of service cost sharing and overall plan level cost sharing
 Benefit induced utilization
The Federal AV of any such plan option should not be lower than 76 percent (76%). The 76%
Sample Plan should have the lowest premium rate of all proposed premium rates. When
developing the Pricing AV for such plans, assumptions should be developed on a consistent
basis with the Sample Plans.
For any HDHP, note the impact on AV from any assumed HSA contribution.
The goal of providing information on other plans is to help HCA understand what Carriers
believe will be viable, meaningful options for the SEBB Program. Therefore, such plans must
have Federal AVs that are separated by at least two percentage points from any of the other
plans provided in your response.
All plans should be loaded with the same non-benefit expense load.

Please refer to completed Exhibit 4 included with our response. Screen snapshots of the Federal AV
calculator for each plan and draft benefit summaries for the alternative plan designs are also
included.
Note: Providence Health Plan identifies the completed Exhibit 4 as exempt from disclosure.
Providence Health Plan believes that its response to Exhibit 4 is exempt from public disclosure under
the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), specifically 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4) “trade secrets and commercial
or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential.” Providence asserts
that Worksheets 1, 2, 3, and 4, containing claims, actuarial plan values, administrative costs, and
demographic information for current Washington State school employee covered lives include
proprietary information that would present a competitive business disadvantage to Providence if
disclosed. This information is not generally known or readily ascertainable by the public, and
Providence takes reasonable steps to secure this information from public disclosure. Any wrongful
disclosure of this information would result in measurable losses to Providence. Therefore,
Providence requests that this information not be disclosed in response to any FOIA request. If any
such disclosure is anticipated, Providence requests that we be notified in advance, as outlined in the
RFI (Section 6, Item F).
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3. HCA currently uses the risk model by Verscend Technologies DxCG® Intelligence Commercial AllMedical Predicting Total Risk version 5.1.0 to measure morbidity differences within the PEBB
Program population. Please provide feedback on the use of this model to adjust the plans’ rates
within the risk pool for the SEBB Program population and whether a concurrent or prospective
risk score is preferred for 2020.
While we are flexible to either approach, we believe that prospective risk adjustment would be
simpler for financial planning purposes, based on our experience in the Medicare and ACA markets.
More details about the mechanics of the proposed program would enable us to provide more
detailed feedback.
C. Geographic Coverage (MANDATORY)
1. HCA would like to know how many fully insured HMO, PPO, and other plan types your
organization currently offers in Washington, Oregon, and Idaho counties, as well as any changes
anticipated for the future. Please complete columns c-h in Exhibit 5 – County Coverage, with the
information listed below. It is not HCA’s intent to develop new markets in Oregon or Idaho, but it
would not be unusual for a Washington State school employee to reside in one of those states.
Only complete the Oregon and Idaho counties where you already have coverage or are
anticipating adding coverage in those counties by January 1, 2020.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Column “c”: The number of HMO plans you currently offer within each county listed;
Column “d”: The number of PPO plans you currently offer within each county listed;
Column “e”: The number of other plan types you currently offer within each county listed;
Column “f”: The number of HMO plans you anticipate for 1/1/2020 within each county listed;
Column “g”: The number of PPO plans you anticipate for 1/1/2020 within each county listed.
Column “h”: The number of other plan types you anticipate for 1/1/2020 within each county
listed.

Carriers that later choose to bid on an RFP for a SEBB insured health plan will not be locked into
providing coverage in the counties they provide in their response to this RFI.
Please refer to completed Exhibit 5 included with our response.
Note: Providence Health Plan identifies the completed Exhibit 5 as exempt from disclosure.
Providence Health Plan believes that its response to columns f-h within Exhibit 5 – County Coverage
is exempt from public disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), specifically 5 U.S.C.
552(b)(4) “trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and
privileged or confidential.” More specifically, Providence asserts that the number of plans/networks
anticipated in specific counties in 2020 qualifies as valuable commercial information that provides
Providence with a business advantage over its competitors who do not have this information. This
information is not generally known or readily ascertainable by the public, and Providence takes
reasonable steps to secure this information from public disclosure. Any wrongful disclosure of this
information would result in measurable losses to Providence. Therefore, Providence requests that
this information not be disclosed in response to any FOIA request. If any such disclosure is
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anticipated, Providence requests that we be notified in advance, as outlined in the RFI (Section 6,
Item F).
D. Provider Network (MANDATORY)
1. If a new client were transitioning members onto your plan(s), would your organization be open to
the idea of adding providers to your current network(s)?
We continually strive to ensure network sufficiency in the communities we serve. If a network
deficiency is identified in a geographic area or category of care, we would be open to discussing the
process for reviewing and adding providers to the network.
2. Please provide the typical timeframe for adding the following provider types to your network (e.g.
4-6 weeks, 2-3 months, etc.)?
a. Primary care physicians: 2-3 months (30-45 days for credentialing; approx. 30 days for
contracting upon approval from credentialing; 14 days for system load).
b. Ancillary providers (physical therapists, occupational therapists, massage therapist,
chiropractors, etc.): 2-3 months (30-45 days for credentialing; approx. 30 days for
contracting upon approval from credentialing; 14 days for system load).
c. Specialists: 2-3 months (30-45 days for credentialing; approx. 30 days for contracting upon
approval from credentialing; 14 days for system load).
d. Urgent care: 2-3 months (30-45 days for credentialing; approx. 30 days for contracting upon
approval from credentialing; 14 days for system load).
e. Hospitals: Minimum 2-3 months; timeframes are more variable depending on
discussions/negotiations.
3. Do you add providers on a rolling basis throughout the year or only at set times during the year?
Providers are added to the network based on need, not only at set times during the year.
E. Administrative (MANDATORY)
1. Is your organization NCQA/URAC accredited? If yes, for what certification period, and what is your
organization’s status? If not, what is your organization’s plan, if any, to become accredited?
Yes, Providence Health Plan is fully accredited by the National Committee for Quality Assurance
(NCQA). NCQA conducted a full survey of our commercial and marketplace products beginning May
12, 2015. The full survey included NCQA standards, HEDIS, and CAHPS measures. On August 20,
2015, NCQA awarded a Commendable Accreditation status for our Oregon Commercial PPO
products. PHP is scheduled for an NCQA renewal survey in July 2018, as the current accreditation
expires on August 20, 2018.
2. Does your organization have experience in providing an employee assistance program (EAP) for
subscribers to access through your fully-insured medical plans?
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Yes, Providence Health Plan offers an employee assistance program (EAP) through Providence EAP.
This program is available at an additional cost.
a. If yes, please provide a list of the types of EAP benefits you have experience providing
(e.g. counseling/assessment/referral, management workplace consultation, employee
workplace consultation, critical incident management and debriefing, training, additional
work/life benefits such as legal or financial counseling, or other services).
The Providence Employee Assistance Program is a full service, stand-alone program. Services
include:













24/7 crisis counseling
Face-to-face counseling and assessments
Telephonic and video counseling sessions
Unlimited manager/supervisor /workplace consultations
Work/life enhanced web resources including monthly webinars
Legal and financial resources
Child and eldercare resources and referrals
Onsite trainings, orientation, and promotional materials
Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) support and debriefings
Monthly newsletters for employees and supervisors
Utilization reporting
Access to an EAP national provider network with over 3,500 providers in Oregon and
Washington

b. What is the per employee per month (PEPM) cost to employers for providing EAP services
to subscribers?
Based on Providence Health Plan’s current Washington school district enrollment (1,894
employees as of March 2018), the cost would be $1.30 PEPM for a 3 session model or $2.00
PEPM for a 6 session model. Pricing may vary based on enrollment.
c. What is the average utilization rate of counseling services for school employees?
The average utilization for similar Providence EAP clients is 8%.
3. Please answer the following hypothetical questions regarding implementation, assuming HCA is a
new client (this information will help HCA in the development of a procurement and
implementation schedule):
a. After being provided with a HIPAA 834 eligibility file, on average how long would it take to
collaborate to build the group structure framework and data layouts, assuming there are six
(6) subgroups (Reference Exhibit 6 – Group Structure Example)?
On average, building the group structure framework and data layouts requires two business
days. However, the complexity of the group structure (number of subgroups, classes, plans) may
impact this timeframe.
Providence Health Plan Response to RFI
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b. After completion of the group structure framework and data layouts, on average how long
would it take to program the groups into your organization’s IT systems?
On average, we require approximately two business days to program the groups into our
system, once the framework is set up.
c. After completion of the programming, on average how long would it take your organization to
test?
Standard testing can be completed within 1-2 business weeks. However, this turnaround
depends heavily on the timeliness of the test files received and the accuracy of the data to test
with.
4. Does your organization contract directly with an HSA vendor to administer your subscribers’
qualified HSA benefits? If so, which vendor do you use?
Yes, Providence Health Plan partners with HealthEquity, Inc. to provide integrated HSA, HRA, and
FSA administration services. One of the main advantages of electing HealthEquity through PHP is our
eligibility and claims integration. PHP sends HealthEquity eligibility files daily, and claims files
weekly. This allows HealthEquity to interface with PHP claim files to substantiate members’ card
transactions. HealthEquity’s process for card transaction substantiation is an important and closely
monitored function of HSA administration.
If preferred, an employer group/plan sponsor may elect to use an alternative HSA banking partner.
We place no restrictions on outside HSA banking partners; however, we only share eligibility and
claims information with our preferred partner, HealthEquity.
5. Please provide contact information (name, email, and phone number) for staff that HCA can
follow up with for questions pertaining to this RFI.
Peter Seeley
Program Manager, Business Development
peter.seeley@providence.org
503-962-0397
F. Additional Questions (OPTIONAL)
1. What factors would you consider as you look to expand coverage into a new county?
We would consider several factors, including network adequacy in the county, associated provider
quality metrics, and carrier competition in the specific county under consideration.
2. What information would your organization typically need from a new client to be able to develop
a proposal for a fully-insured group medical insurance plan (data requirements, file exchange
requirements, claims and census data, timeline, etc.)?

Providence Health Plan Response to RFI
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General Requirements





Client background information
RFP timeline
RFP evaluation and scoring criteria (preferred, if applicable)
Description of client’s strategic goals/priorities (preferred)

Underwriting Data Requirements


















Effective date
Anniversary/Renewal date (if different)
Name of incumbent carrier(s)
Address of group headquarters
Employee census including:
o All eligible employees
o Employee first and last name (preferred)
o Dependent first and last name (preferred)
o Enrollment status of each employee with enrollment tier (e.g., EE, ES, EC, EF),
waiver, or not eligible
o Zip code
o Date of birth
Current plan descriptions
Plan(s) requested
Copy of incumbent carrier-generated benefit summary(ies) or benefit booklet(s) (preferred)
Current rates
Renewal rates
Incumbent renewal calculation (preferred)
List of any changes to the plan design or contribution levels during the experience period
(preferred)
Desired employer contribution strategy and inforce contribution, if different
For groups with over 100 subscribers:
o 24 months subscribers, members, premium, claims on a month-by-month basis by
plan
o Large claims for the same time period as the experience provided
Incumbent carrier reports (top dx/rx, utilization by disease category, network utilization,
etc.) (preferred)
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PGC-WA 0118 LG HSA CD RX5T8
Washington - Large Group

HSA-313
WA SEBB Alterna ive QHDP HSA Ph5T 20/40/4000/1500cd

Washington State Health Care Authority
SEBB Bid Rate Form
Instructions
Worksheet 1 ‐ Base Rate Development
(1) Base Period
Base period experience information for the population used to develop rates. Rates are to be developed based on a single population for all plans, with plan‐
based variation defined separately in Worksheet 2.
(1a) Base Period Start Date: Start date for base period experience
(1b) Base Period End Date: End date for base period experience
(1c) Experience Allowed : Allowed claims incurred during the base period, completed for IBNP, excluding any other adjustments. Allowed claims are defined
as claims after carrier discounts but before the deduction of member cost sharing.
(1d) Member Months : Member Months during the base period
(1e) Allowed PMPM : (1b) / (1c)
(2) Projection Factors
Standard projection adjustments between the base period and projection period (Calendar Year 2020).
(2a) Utilization Trend : Secular utilization trend between base and projection period, including impact of service mix changes
(2b) Management Adjustment : Expected change in claims costs due to changes in utilization management practices
(2c) Unit Cost Trend: Secular unit cost trend between base and projection period, inflation component only
(2d) Contracting Adjustment : Changes in claims costs due to updates to overall contracting
(3) Raw Projected PMPM: (1) * (2)
(4) PMPM Other Adjustments
Additional adjustments to projected PMPM. Please describe any additional adjustments and justify why they are necessary. HCA reserves the right to limit any
adjustments (positive or negative) in the rates provided.
(4a) Covered Benefits : Adjustment from covered benefits in the experience to required benefits in the sample plans (i.e. consistent with the PEBB
Uniform Medical Plan Classic benefits)
(4b) Morbidity : Placeholder ‐ This adjustment will be made at a later time based upon a carrier specific adjustment relative to the risk pool
(4c) Other 1 (please include a description)
(4d) Other 2 (please include a description)
(5) Adjusted Projected Allowed PMPM: (3) * (4)
(6) Retention
Projected retention, expressed as a percentage of premium. The same percentage load will be applied to every plan in Worksheet 2.
(6a) Administrative or Non‐Benefit Expense (NBE): Projected administrative costs
(6b) Quality Improvements (QI): As defined in the MLR calculation requirements for the individual ACA market
(6c) Taxes and Fees
(6d) Profit /Margin
(7) Total Retention: Sum of (6a) through (6d)
(8) Base Rate Tier Mix
Subscriber month counts in each tier for the base period experience. We understand that the tier mix could potentially be significantly different in the
projection period than the base period. This section should reflect the base period tier mix. We also understand that many groups use different tier structures
‐ please adjust subscriber month counts to conform to the tier structure definitions below.
(8a) Employee Only
(8b) Employee + Spouse
(8c) Employee + Child(ren)
(8d) Employee + Family
(9) MM/AU Ratio: Calculated based on (8)
Adult Units (AU) are defined by counting the tier factor for each subscriber. For example, a population with one employee only (tier factor = 1) and one
employee + child(ren) (tier factor = 1.75) has 2.75 adult units.
Worksheet 2 ‐ Plan‐Level Details
(1) CY2020 Base Allowed: WS1 (5)
(2) Actuarial Value (Federal AV): As defined by the Federal Actuarial Value Calculator for the Individual ACA market. CDHP plans should include the
proposed employer HSA contribution.
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(3) Plan Factors
Plan‐specific variation for allowed and paid claims.
(3a) Induced Utilization: Variation in plan specific allowed claims costs based on induced demand from higher or lower cost sharing
(3b) Actuarial Value (Pricing AV) : Variation in paid to allowed ratios based on plan cost sharing. Pricing AV can vary from the Federal AV and should consider
all benefits covered. CDHP plans should not include the AV impact of proposed employer HSA contributions.
(4) Other Adjustments
Additional adjustments independent of plan benefit offerings. Please describe any additional adjustments and justify why they are necessary. HCA reserves
the right to limit any additional adjustments in the rates provided.
(4a) Network: Utilization or contracting impacts based on network‐specific considerations that serve a plan
(4b) Morbidity: Not used at this time
(4c) Other 1 (please include a description)
(4d) Other 2 (please include a description)
(5) Plan Paid: (2) * (3) * (4)
(6) Additional Benefits
Mandatory Carve outs
(6a) Vision
Optional Carve outs
(6b‐6f) Additional carveouts (please include a description)
Optional Additions
(6g‐6k) Additional included benefits (please include a description)
(7) Total Paid w/Alternatives: (5) + (6)
(8) Retention: WS1 (6)
(9) PMPM Payment: (7) / (1 ‐ (8))
(10) MM/AU Ratio: WS1 (9)
(11) PAUPM Payment Rate: (9) * (10)
(12) HSA Contributions
Proposed employer contributions for CDHP Plans
(12a) Contributions for single employees
(12b) Contributions for families
(13) Expected Member Months
This section is for informational use only. Please provide an estimate of expected member distribution by plan and enrollment tier, based on the expectation
that the ratio of employee contributions will match the tier factors in Worksheet 1.
Worksheet 3 ‐ Base Population Demographics
Member month counts by age, gender, and employee/dependent for the population used in the base period experience, consistent with the categories in the
OIC K‐12 Carrier Data Call. Age should be defined based on the member's age at the conclusion of the base period.
Worksheet 5 ‐ Base Population Area Distribution
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